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INITIAL RESEARCH SUMMARY
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to standardized the methodological system of constructing homes en masse in North 
America.  This system of constructing a wood frame wall and subsequently the wood frame home has changed little in the 
past 100 years.  The essential product, wood, is delivered to site, cut to a per-determined lengths (or precut wood is delivered) 
and then assembled by framers and carpenters based on a set of predetermined construction plans and documents.  The 
process is cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, and (in general) locally available, whose technology is well understood. 

In an effort to understand and work towards reducing deconstruction waste within the residential housing sector, research 
was undertaken into construction and assembly systems that define the wood frame wall and wood frame construction.  
The research focuses on the concept of divertability and specifically, what factors affect a wood framed walls ability to be 
diverted from waste streams and how can it be changed/altered/modified in order to increase its potential for reuse or re-
purposing.

To ground the research within its own context, research first studied the location of where wood comes from within Canada 
and what does ‘divertable’ mean.  This included contextualizing the traditional 3 R’s (reducing, reusing, recycling) as well as 
searching for other potential ideas about sustainability (refusing, redesigning and renewing).  Then, to understand the wood 
industry within Canada the life-cycle of lumber as well as the various lumber products were research.  From this foundational 
understanding research was then undertaken into the specifics about the wood framed wall.

Contemporary wood frame construction relies on a system of building that more or less follows the Cartesian grid relying 
on 90° corners and intersections.  Within this system, wood frame walls are constructed flat, using nails, and then tilted into 
place.  These walls are then typically sheathed with plywood or OSB from the exterior and sealed with a vapour barrier 
covered with drywall on the interior.  Although both wood and metal or reusable, to separate these two components during 
the deconstruction process is labour intensive.  The result effects the ease of divertability by mixing metal and wood into one 
component assembly.  However, by modifying the construction process in the following four identified areas, divertability 
and reusability can be significantly increased within wood frame construction;

 1. Wood frames walls that are constructed by attaching wooden members with nails or screws
  - Use an alternative attachment method, such as Japanese Joinery and biodegradable glue.  In combination 
  with new technologies, this could be economically feasible reducing labour costs.
 2. Sheathing 
  - Use an alternative attachment method, such as gluing, sewing, wooden rivets etc.  In combination 
  with new technologies, this could be economically feasible reducing on-site assembly.
 3. Vapour barrier 
  - Redesign the vapour barrier, by incorporating it into the interior paint or moving it to the exterior of the sheathing 
  and using exterior insulation.  Both of these technologies and systems are currently in use and typically produce 
  a higher quality building. 
 4. Structural Ties
  - Maintain structural metal ties as required by performance specifications, but utilize higher grade material to 
  encourage reuse or recycling.  Use bolt connections in lieu of self-tapping screws where possible.  

These systems require rethinking the traditional approach to the wood frame wall and wood frame construction in general.  
By utilizing new technologies within wood frame construction and searching for potentials within the already existing 
prefabrication industry, (such as robotic attachment and assembly), it will not only be possible to manufacture wood frames 
homes precisely and to a higher quality, but it will also be possible to move away from the confines of the traditional 
methodological system of building homes to one that promotes creativity and pursues design excellence.

Erik van der Putten
[dys]Assembly Studio - EVDA 782.02
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Instructor:  Joshua M. Taron
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White Spruce [Picea Glauca]
pulpwood, softwood, landscape & 
reforestation
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Western Red Cedar [Thuja Pilcata]
decay-resistant lumber, shingles, siding, 
finishing materials

Douglas-Fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii]
structural lumber, beams, finishing 
materials, pulpboad

Western Hemlock [Tsuga Heterophyllai]
construction lumber, finishing materials, 
siding, flooring and pulpwood

Trembling Aspen [Populus Tremuloides]
pulpwood and lightweight wood

White Birch [Betula Papyrifera]
hardwood lumber for special purposes 
such as veneers, pulpwood

Balsam Poplar [Populus Balsamifera]
important windbreak on the prairies, 
plywood, pulpwood

Sugar Maple [Acer Saccharum]
hardwood used for furniture, flooring, tools, 
maple sugar

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg

types of connectors & attachment methods

perspective & elevational diagrams

redwood video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb_YNZn_kaQhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIi7IySOBiQ

logging on rivers modern saw mill
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2013/s3887651.htm

historic & modern saw milling process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUTTmtLKD2g

shake table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc652Zp5qWk

Canadian softwood 

lumber prices

board feet 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.
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What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed
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On-site Construction
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·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
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 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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an alternative approach
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
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 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg
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historic & modern saw milling process
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shake table
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg

types of connectors & attachment methods

perspective & elevational diagrams

redwood video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb_YNZn_kaQhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIi7IySOBiQ

logging on rivers modern saw mill
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2013/s3887651.htm

historic & modern saw milling process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUTTmtLKD2g

shake table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc652Zp5qWk

Canadian softwood 

lumber prices

board feet 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg
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perspective & elevational diagrams
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historic & modern saw milling process
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shake table
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origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in 
opposite directions, from dis- vertere to turn
synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace
related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, ·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevented from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect
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Buttons Zippers Stitching Adhesives

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg
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historic & modern saw milling process
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shake table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc652Zp5qWk
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Methodology of a Wood Frame House

carbon life-cycle of wood

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg

types of connectors & attachment methods

perspective & elevational diagrams
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logging on rivers modern saw mill
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historic & modern saw milling process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUTTmtLKD2g

shake table
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3 Octagons Rotated

Octagons
Traversed & 
Conforming to Grid

x

y

Raw Material

Material Shipped to Site

Wall Constructed Flat

Methodology for Erecting a Wall

Wall Tilted into Location

Potentials within an Orthogonal Cartesian Grid System

Light Hardened
Manufacturing

Positioned Material 
Manufacturing

Subtractive
Manufacturing

Robotic & Autonomous
Transportation

Cutting
Manufacturing

Robotic
Assembly
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Plasma / Laser
Water Jet / EDM  

A
d

d
iti

ve
 M

a
n

u
fa

c
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g

RT

RAt

RAs

CM

Formative 
Manufacturing

Grinders / Bending

FM

SM

PMM

LHM

Moving / Carrying 
Organizing / ApplyingMilling / Lathes

Translation
Technologies

TT

3D Scanning Models & Rooms
Advanced Building Surveying

CAD

Computer Aided Design (CAD)
Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Mathematically Based Modeling (NURBS)
Parametric Based Models (Grasshopper, CATIA)

Smart Carts / Drones
Autonomous Vehicles

Stereolithography (SLA)
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
PolyJet Photopolymer Printing
Syringe Extrusion

Robotic
Attachment

Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD)

Welding / Riveting 
Nailing / Screwing

Potential Construction Technologies

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors

 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates

contemporary uses of wood

Pre-engineered 
Roof Trusses

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

Second Storey Wood 
Framed Walls

Second Storey
Sub-floor

First Storey Wood 
Framed Walls

First Storey
Sub-floor

Poured in Place Concrete 
Foundation
(wood foundations are occasionally 
used but not prevalent in construction)
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The UFP provides a retrofit method to anchor the mudsill to  
the side of the foundation in applications where minimum vertical 
clearance exists. The UFP is also designed to perform when the 
mudsill is offset from the foundation up to 2 1⁄2" or extended beyond 
the foundation up to 1⁄2".  

The UFP may be used in place of the FA, HFA and FAP  
connectors.
MATERIAL: 14 gauge 
FINISH: Galvanized. May be ordered HDG, contact Simpson  
 Strong-Tie. See Corrosion Information, page 14-15.
INSTALLATION:	•	Use	all	specified	fasteners;	see	General	Notes.

•	Loads	are	based	on	test	results	using	Simpson	Strong-Tie®  
SDS 1⁄4"x3" screws, which are supplied with the UFP10.

•	Alternate	lag	screws	will	not	achieve	published	loads.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Model
No.

Max Spacing to
replace Anchor Bolt

1⁄2" or 5⁄8" dia.

Fasteners Allowable Load
DF/SP

Parallel to Plate  
(160)

Code 
Ref.Anchor Bolt

Plate
Qty. Dia.

UFP10-SDS3 6' 2 1⁄2 5-SDS 1⁄4"x3" 1340 I20, L10, F19

1. Allowable loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading with no further increase allowed;  
 reduce where other load durations apply.
2. Each anchor bolt requires a standard cut washer, see technical bulletin T-ANCHORSPEC for more information.
3. Designer must specify anchor bolt type, length and embedment.

1⁄2"
Max.

10"

63⁄4"

UFP10 installed  
on a Straight Foundation 
with 1⁄2" Offset Mudsill

U.S. Patent
5,732,519

21⁄2" Max.

UFP10 installed  
on a Straight Foundation 

21⁄2" Max.

20° Max.

UFP10 installed on  
a Trapezoid Foundation 

The FAP Plate connects the mudsill to the foundation, and  
is designed to provide lateral load resistance.

The FJA Foundation Joist Anchor nails or bolts directly  
into floor joists, providing a direct connection between the  
foundation and joist to resist uplift and lateral forces.  
FSA Foundation Stud Anchor nails or bolts to floor joists, or 
nails to the stud. Plywood sheathing may require notching  
with stud-to-foundation installation. See technical bulletin 
T-ANCHORSPEC for anchoring solutions.
MATERIAL: FAP—7 gauge; all others—12 gauge
FINISH: Galvanized. May be ordered HDG, contact  
 Simpson Strong-Tie. See Corrosion Information,  
 page 14-15.
INSTALLATION:

•	Use	all	specified	fasteners;	see	General	Notes.
•	FSA	may	be	bent	along	bend	line	up	to	20°	to	 

accommodate installation. Bend one time only.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Typical FAP 
Installation 
Foundation  
to Mudsill

Add a shim between plate and sill 
when space is between 3⁄16" and 
1 1⁄2". When space exceeds 1 1⁄2" use 
the UFP. The shim must be fastened 
to the mudsill by means other than 
the FAP SDS wood screw.

Bend
Line

FJA/FSA

FSAIN

Typical FSA Installation 
Foundation to Stud

A23
Optional

F2

F1
Typical FJA Installation 
Foundation to Joist

Typical FSA 
Installation 
Foundation 
to Joist

2" Minimum    to Bolt    Center

FAP
(screws not included)

1. Allowable loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading  
 with no further increase allowed; reduce where other load durations govern.
2. For redwood mudsills, reduce F1 on FAP to 840 lbs.
3. Spacing to be specified by the Designer.
4. FAP shall use a minimum SDS wood screw length of 2 1⁄2" plus the shim thickness.
5. The shim must be fastened to the mudsill by means other than  
 the FAP SDS wood screw.
6. FAP may be installed with 1⁄4" HDG lag bolts. Follow code requirements for predrilling.
7. NAILS: 10dx1 1⁄2 = 0.148" dia. x 1 1⁄2" long.  
 See page 22-23 for other nail sizes and information.

Model
No.

Max Spacing
to Replace

Anchor Bolts

Fasteners Allowable Loads DF/SP
Code
Ref.

Anchor
Bolt Stud/Joist/

Plate
(160)

1⁄2" 5⁄8" Qty. Dia. Uplift F1 F2

FAP 5 1⁄2' 4' 2 1⁄2 3-SDS 1⁄4"x 2 1⁄2"
+ shim thickness — 950 365 —

FJA — — 2 1⁄2
8-10dx1 1⁄2 1205 185 60

I20,
L10,
F19

2-1⁄2MB 690 185 60

FSA — — 2 1⁄2
8-10dx1 1⁄2 1205 — —

2-1⁄2MB 690 — —

FAP/FJA/FSA Foundation Anchors

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on 
this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.

UFP Universal Foundation Plate

Concrete Connectors & Anchors
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The UFP provides a retrofit method to anchor the mudsill to  
the side of the foundation in applications where minimum vertical 
clearance exists. The UFP is also designed to perform when the 
mudsill is offset from the foundation up to 2 1⁄2" or extended beyond 
the foundation up to 1⁄2".  

The UFP may be used in place of the FA, HFA and FAP  
connectors.
MATERIAL: 14 gauge 
FINISH: Galvanized. May be ordered HDG, contact Simpson  
 Strong-Tie. See Corrosion Information, page 14-15.
INSTALLATION:	•	Use	all	specified	fasteners;	see	General	Notes.

•	Loads	are	based	on	test	results	using	Simpson	Strong-Tie®  
SDS 1⁄4"x3" screws, which are supplied with the UFP10.

•	Alternate	lag	screws	will	not	achieve	published	loads.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Model
No.

Max Spacing to
replace Anchor Bolt

1⁄2" or 5⁄8" dia.

Fasteners Allowable Load
DF/SP

Parallel to Plate  
(160)

Code 
Ref.Anchor Bolt

Plate
Qty. Dia.

UFP10-SDS3 6' 2 1⁄2 5-SDS 1⁄4"x3" 1340 I20, L10, F19

1. Allowable loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading with no further increase allowed;  
 reduce where other load durations apply.
2. Each anchor bolt requires a standard cut washer, see technical bulletin T-ANCHORSPEC for more information.
3. Designer must specify anchor bolt type, length and embedment.

1⁄2"
Max.

10"

63⁄4"

UFP10 installed  
on a Straight Foundation 
with 1⁄2" Offset Mudsill

U.S. Patent
5,732,519

21⁄2" Max.

UFP10 installed  
on a Straight Foundation 

21⁄2" Max.

20° Max.

UFP10 installed on  
a Trapezoid Foundation 

The FAP Plate connects the mudsill to the foundation, and  
is designed to provide lateral load resistance.

The FJA Foundation Joist Anchor nails or bolts directly  
into floor joists, providing a direct connection between the  
foundation and joist to resist uplift and lateral forces.  
FSA Foundation Stud Anchor nails or bolts to floor joists, or 
nails to the stud. Plywood sheathing may require notching  
with stud-to-foundation installation. See technical bulletin 
T-ANCHORSPEC for anchoring solutions.
MATERIAL: FAP—7 gauge; all others—12 gauge
FINISH: Galvanized. May be ordered HDG, contact  
 Simpson Strong-Tie. See Corrosion Information,  
 page 14-15.
INSTALLATION:

•	Use	all	specified	fasteners;	see	General	Notes.
•	FSA	may	be	bent	along	bend	line	up	to	20°	to	 

accommodate installation. Bend one time only.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Typical FAP 
Installation 
Foundation  
to Mudsill

Add a shim between plate and sill 
when space is between 3⁄16" and 
1 1⁄2". When space exceeds 1 1⁄2" use 
the UFP. The shim must be fastened 
to the mudsill by means other than 
the FAP SDS wood screw.

Bend
Line

FJA/FSA

FSAIN

Typical FSA Installation 
Foundation to Stud

A23
Optional

F2

F1
Typical FJA Installation 
Foundation to Joist

Typical FSA 
Installation 
Foundation 
to Joist

2" Minimum    to Bolt    Center

FAP
(screws not included)

1. Allowable loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading  
 with no further increase allowed; reduce where other load durations govern.
2. For redwood mudsills, reduce F1 on FAP to 840 lbs.
3. Spacing to be specified by the Designer.
4. FAP shall use a minimum SDS wood screw length of 2 1⁄2" plus the shim thickness.
5. The shim must be fastened to the mudsill by means other than  
 the FAP SDS wood screw.
6. FAP may be installed with 1⁄4" HDG lag bolts. Follow code requirements for predrilling.
7. NAILS: 10dx1 1⁄2 = 0.148" dia. x 1 1⁄2" long.  
 See page 22-23 for other nail sizes and information.

Model
No.

Max Spacing
to Replace

Anchor Bolts

Fasteners Allowable Loads DF/SP
Code
Ref.

Anchor
Bolt Stud/Joist/

Plate
(160)

1⁄2" 5⁄8" Qty. Dia. Uplift F1 F2

FAP 5 1⁄2' 4' 2 1⁄2 3-SDS 1⁄4"x 2 1⁄2"
+ shim thickness — 950 365 —

FJA — — 2 1⁄2
8-10dx1 1⁄2 1205 185 60

I20,
L10,
F19

2-1⁄2MB 690 185 60

FSA — — 2 1⁄2
8-10dx1 1⁄2 1205 — —

2-1⁄2MB 690 — —

FAP/FJA/FSA Foundation Anchors

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on 
this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.

UFP Universal Foundation Plate

Concrete Connectors & Anchors
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Solid Saw
n Joist Hangers

FACE MOUNT HANGERS LUC/LU/U/HU/HUC Standard Joist Hangers

Solid Sawn Joist Hangers

HU Min. Nailing –
Fill round holes
HU Max. Nailing –
Fill round and
triangle holes

HU68

Typical HU Installation Typical LU28 Installation

LUCZ concealed flange hanger available for 2x6,  
2x8, 2x10 and 2x12 lumber. Ideal for end of ledger/ header 
or post conditions, the LUCZ also provides cleaner lines  
for exposed conditions such as overhead decks.

See Hanger tables on pages 71-77. See Hanger 
Options on pages 215-224 for hanger modifications,  
which may result in reduced loads.

LU—Value engineered for strength and economy. 
Precision-formed—engineered for installation ease  
and design value. 

U—The standard U hanger provides flexibility of  
joist to header installation. Versatile fastener selection  
with tested allowable loads.

HU/HUC—Most models have triangle and round holes.  
To achieve maximum loads, fill both round and triangle 
holes with common nails. These heavy-duty connectors  
are designed for schools and other structures requiring 
additional strength, longevity and safety factors.
MATERIAL: See tables on pages 71-77. 
FINISH: Galvanized. Some products available in  
 ZMAX® coating.
INSTALLATION:

•	Use	all	specified	fasteners.	See	General	Notes.
•	HU/HUC—Can	be	installed	filling	round	holes	only,	or 

filling round and triangle holes for maximum values.
•	Joists	sloped	up	to	1⁄4:12 achieve table loads.
•	For	installations	to	masonry	or	concrete	 

see page 161.
•	HU/HUC	hangers	can	be	welded	to	a	steel	member.	
 Allowable loads are the lesser of the values in  

the Hanger tables on pages 71-77 or the weld  
capacity – refer to technical bulletin T-HUHUC-W  
(see page 231 for details).

OPTIONS:	•	HU	hangers	available	with	the	header	flanges	 
         turned in for 2 5⁄16" width and larger, with no load  
         reduction–order HUC hanger. 

•	See	Hanger	Options	on	pages	216-217	for	 
sloped and/or skewed U/HU models, and HUC  
(concealed flange) models.  

•	HU	only—Rough	beam	sizes	available	by	special	order.	
•	See	page	77	for	stocked	U	hanger	rough	sizes	tables.
•	Also	see	LUS	and	HUS	series.

Model configurations 
may differ from those 

shown. Some HU  
models do not have  

triangle holes.  
Contact Simpson 

Strong-Tie.

(7⁄8" for U24)

U210

1⁄2"

 1⁄4
" fo

r LU24

7⁄8" 

LU28
(except 

LU Roughs)

HUC412
Concealed 

Flanges

Max.

HU214
Projection seat  

on most  
models for  
maximum  

bearing and  
section economy.

HUCQ Heavy-Duty Joist Hangers

HUCQ410
Typical HUCQ Installation 

on a Post
Typical HUCQ Installation 

on a Beam

The HUCQ series are heavy-duty joist hangers that incorporate 
Simpson Strong-Tie® Strong-Drive® wood screws (SDS). Designed 
and tested for installation at the end of a beam or on a post, they 
provide a strong connection with fewer fasteners than nailed  
hangers. See page 107 for structural composite lumber hangers.
MATERIAL: 14 gauge      FINISH: Galvanized. Most models  
 available in stainless steel or ZMAX® coating.
INSTALLATION:	•	Use	all	specified	fasteners.	See	General	Notes.

•	Install	Simpson	Strong-Tie	SDS	1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" wood screws,  
which are provided, in all round holes. (Lag screws  
will not achieve the same load.)

•	For	use	on	solid	sawn	wood	members.
OPTIONS: These hangers cannot be modified.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

LUC210Z
(LUC26Z Similar)

Typical LUCZ Installation

1. Uplift loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading.  
 Reduce where other loads govern.
2 See page 107 for additional engineered wood products sizes.

Model No.

Dimensions Fasteners Allowable Loads
Code 
Ref.W H B Face Joist

DF/SP SPF/HF
Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

HUCQ310-SDS 2 9⁄16 9 3 8-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 4-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 1370 3120 3590 3900 985 2245 2585 2810

F23

HUCQ210-2-SDS 3 1⁄4 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ410-SDS 39⁄16 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ412-SDS 39⁄16 11 3 14-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 5460 5560 5560 1805 3930 4005 4005
HUCQ210-3-SDS 4 5⁄8 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ610-SDS 5 1⁄2 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2520 4680 5380 5715 1815 3370 3875 4115
HUCQ612-SDS 5 1⁄2 11 3 14-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2520 5315 5315 5315 1815 3825 3825 3825

3. Structural composite lumber columns have sides that show either the wide face or the edges of the  
 lumber strands/veneers. Values in the tables reflect installation into the wide face. See technical  
 bulletin T-SCLCOLUMN for values on the narrow face (edge) (see page 232 for details).

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.
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Solid Saw
n Joist Hangers

FACE MOUNT HANGERS LUC/LU/U/HU/HUC Standard Joist Hangers

Solid Sawn Joist Hangers

HU Min. Nailing –
Fill round holes
HU Max. Nailing –
Fill round and
triangle holes

HU68

Typical HU Installation Typical LU28 Installation

LUCZ concealed flange hanger available for 2x6,  
2x8, 2x10 and 2x12 lumber. Ideal for end of ledger/ header 
or post conditions, the LUCZ also provides cleaner lines  
for exposed conditions such as overhead decks.

See Hanger tables on pages 71-77. See Hanger 
Options on pages 215-224 for hanger modifications,  
which may result in reduced loads.

LU—Value engineered for strength and economy. 
Precision-formed—engineered for installation ease  
and design value. 

U—The standard U hanger provides flexibility of  
joist to header installation. Versatile fastener selection  
with tested allowable loads.

HU/HUC—Most models have triangle and round holes.  
To achieve maximum loads, fill both round and triangle 
holes with common nails. These heavy-duty connectors  
are designed for schools and other structures requiring 
additional strength, longevity and safety factors.
MATERIAL: See tables on pages 71-77. 
FINISH: Galvanized. Some products available in  
 ZMAX® coating.
INSTALLATION:

•	Use	all	specified	fasteners.	See	General	Notes.
•	HU/HUC—Can	be	installed	filling	round	holes	only,	or 

filling round and triangle holes for maximum values.
•	Joists	sloped	up	to	1⁄4:12 achieve table loads.
•	For	installations	to	masonry	or	concrete	 

see page 161.
•	HU/HUC	hangers	can	be	welded	to	a	steel	member.	
 Allowable loads are the lesser of the values in  

the Hanger tables on pages 71-77 or the weld  
capacity – refer to technical bulletin T-HUHUC-W  
(see page 231 for details).

OPTIONS:	•	HU	hangers	available	with	the	header	flanges	 
         turned in for 2 5⁄16" width and larger, with no load  
         reduction–order HUC hanger. 

•	See	Hanger	Options	on	pages	216-217	for	 
sloped and/or skewed U/HU models, and HUC  
(concealed flange) models.  

•	HU	only—Rough	beam	sizes	available	by	special	order.	
•	See	page	77	for	stocked	U	hanger	rough	sizes	tables.
•	Also	see	LUS	and	HUS	series.

Model configurations 
may differ from those 

shown. Some HU  
models do not have  

triangle holes.  
Contact Simpson 

Strong-Tie.

(7⁄8" for U24)

U210

1⁄2"

 1⁄4
" fo

r LU24

7⁄8" 

LU28
(except 

LU Roughs)

HUC412
Concealed 

Flanges

Max.

HU214
Projection seat  

on most  
models for  
maximum  

bearing and  
section economy.

HUCQ Heavy-Duty Joist Hangers

HUCQ410
Typical HUCQ Installation 

on a Post
Typical HUCQ Installation 

on a Beam

The HUCQ series are heavy-duty joist hangers that incorporate 
Simpson Strong-Tie® Strong-Drive® wood screws (SDS). Designed 
and tested for installation at the end of a beam or on a post, they 
provide a strong connection with fewer fasteners than nailed  
hangers. See page 107 for structural composite lumber hangers.
MATERIAL: 14 gauge      FINISH: Galvanized. Most models  
 available in stainless steel or ZMAX® coating.
INSTALLATION:	•	Use	all	specified	fasteners.	See	General	Notes.

•	Install	Simpson	Strong-Tie	SDS	1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" wood screws,  
which are provided, in all round holes. (Lag screws  
will not achieve the same load.)

•	For	use	on	solid	sawn	wood	members.
OPTIONS: These hangers cannot be modified.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

LUC210Z
(LUC26Z Similar)

Typical LUCZ Installation

1. Uplift loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading.  
 Reduce where other loads govern.
2 See page 107 for additional engineered wood products sizes.

Model No.

Dimensions Fasteners Allowable Loads
Code 
Ref.W H B Face Joist

DF/SP SPF/HF
Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

HUCQ310-SDS 2 9⁄16 9 3 8-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 4-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 1370 3120 3590 3900 985 2245 2585 2810

F23

HUCQ210-2-SDS 3 1⁄4 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ410-SDS 39⁄16 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ412-SDS 39⁄16 11 3 14-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 5460 5560 5560 1805 3930 4005 4005
HUCQ210-3-SDS 4 5⁄8 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2510 4680 4955 4955 1805 3370 3570 3570
HUCQ610-SDS 5 1⁄2 9 3 12-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2520 4680 5380 5715 1815 3370 3875 4115
HUCQ612-SDS 5 1⁄2 11 3 14-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 6-SDS 1⁄4"x2 1⁄2" 2520 5315 5315 5315 1815 3825 3825 3825

3. Structural composite lumber columns have sides that show either the wide face or the edges of the  
 lumber strands/veneers. Values in the tables reflect installation into the wide face. See technical  
 bulletin T-SCLCOLUMN for values on the narrow face (edge) (see page 232 for details).

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.
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Slots for bend locationwhen installed on theend of a 2x ridge

HRC22

HRC44 
(HRC42 similar)

U.S. Patent 
5,380,116

Optional installation for 
HRC22 only

HRC/HHRC Hip Ridge Connectors

Solid Sawn Joist Hangers

       The HRC series are field slopeable  
connectors that attach hip roof beams to  
the end of a ridge beam. The HRC may be 
sloped downward a maximum of 45°.      
MATERIAL: HRC22, HRC42—16 gauge;  
 HRC44—14 gaugel; HHRC—12 gauge
FINISH: Galvanized
INSTALLATION: 

•	Use	all	specified	fasteners.	 
See General Notes.

•	On	end	of	ridge—use	optional	 
diamond holes on HRC22 and HRC42  
to secure the HRC. Bend face flanges  
on HRC22 back flush with ridge, and 
complete nailing.

•	HRC22	on	face	of	ridge—adjust	to	 
correct height and install nails.

•	Double	bevel-cut	hip	members	to	 
achieve full bearing capacity.

CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference  
 Key Chart.

1. Allowable loads shown are for each hip. Total load carried at the ridge is 2x the load listed.
2. Uplift loads include an increase for wind or earthquake loading with no further increase allowed; reduce where other loads govern.
3. FASTENERS: SD10212 = 0.162" dia. X 2 1⁄2" long Strong-Drive® SD screws (provided).

Model 
No.

Member 
Type

Connection 
Members

Connector 
Width
(in.)

Fasteners3
Allowable Loads Per Hip (lbs.)

Code
Ref.

DF/SP SPF

Ridge Hip Ridge Hip Ridge Each Hip
Download Uplift 

(160)
Download Uplift  

(160)100/115/125 100/115/125

HHRC44
Sawn Lumber 4x 4x 3 5⁄8 3 5⁄8 (40) SD10212 (22) SD10212 2800 1970 2410 1695

160
SCL 3 1⁄2 3 1⁄2 3 5⁄8 3 5⁄8 (40) SD10212 (22) SD10212 2800 1970 2410 1695

HHRC5.37/3.56 SCL/Sawn Lumber 5 1⁄4 3 1⁄2 5 3⁄8 3 5⁄8 (40) SD10212 (22) SD10212 2800 1970 2410 1695

HHRC64 Sawn Lumber 5 1⁄2 3 1⁄2 5 5⁄8 3 5⁄8 (40) SD10212 (22) SD10212 2800 1970 2410 1695

HHRC Allowable Loads

Typical HRC22 installation 
on the end of a ridge

Typical HHRC  
installation on the 

end of a ridge

53⁄8"

W
1

5"

615⁄16"

53⁄4"

W2

HHRC44
(others similar)

1. Allowable loads shown are for each hip. Total load carried by the connector is double this number.
2. Uplift loads include an increase for wind or earthquake loading with no further increase allowed; reduce where other loads govern.
3. Roof loads are 125% of floor loads unless limited by other criteria.
4. NAILS: 16d = 0.162" dia. x 3 1⁄2" long, 10dx1 1⁄2 = 0.148" dia. x 1 1⁄2" long. See page 22-23 for other nail sizes and information.

Model 
No.

Member Size Fasteners DF/SP Allowable Loads SPF/HF Allowable Loads
Code 
Ref.W Ridge Carrying 

Member
Each 
Hip

Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

Uplift 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

HRC22 1 9⁄16 2x or 1 3⁄4" wide 16-10dx1 1⁄2 2-10dx1 1⁄2 290 720 830 900 250 625 720 780
I8, 

F7, L15HRC42 1 9⁄16 4x 16-16d 2-10dx1 1⁄2 290 1050 1050 1050 250 905 905 905

HRC44 3 9⁄16 4x 24-16d 6-16d 480 1610 1775 1775 410 1385 1525 1525

HRC Allowable Loads
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Solid Saw
n Joist Hangers

THA/THAC/THAR/L Adjustable Truss Hangers

Solid Sawn Joist Hangers

                The THA series’ extra long straps allow full code nailing and can  
be field-formed to give top flange hanger convenience. 

Designed for 4x2 floor trusses and 4x beams, the THAR/L422 has a standard 
skew of 45°. Straps must be bent for top flange hanger installation. PAN nailing 
helps eliminate splitting of 4x2 truss bottom chords.
MATERIAL: See table       FINISH: Galvanized. Some products available in  
 ZMAX® coating; see Corrosion Information, page 14-15.
INSTALLATION: • Use all specified fasteners. See General Notes.

The following installation methods may be used:
• Top Flange Installation—The straps must be field formed over the  

header – see table for minimum top flange requirements. Install top  
and face nails according to the table. Top nails shall not be within 1⁄4"  
from the edge of the top flange members.

 For the THA29, nails used for joist attachment must be driven at an  
angle so that they penetrate through the corner of the joist and into  
the header. For all other top flange installations, straighten the  
double shear nailing tabs and install the nails straight into the joist. 

• Face Mount Installation—Install all face nails according to the table.  
Not all nail holes will be filled on all models. On models where there  
are more nail holes than required, the lowest 4 face holes must be  
filled. Nails used for the joist attachment must be driven at an angle  
so that they penetrate through the corner of the joist into the header.

• Alternate Installation—The THA 4x hangers may be installed in a  
top flange configuration using the tabulated fasteners for face mount 
installation and achieve the face mount installation loads. Install the  
tabulated face nails into the face and top of the carrying member. Nails  
used for the joist attachment must be driven at an angle so that they  
penetrate through the corner of the joist into the header.

• Uplift—Lowest face nails must be filled to achieve uplift loads.
OPTIONS: • THA hangers available with the header flanges turned in for 3 5⁄8"  
 (except THA413) and larger, with no load reduction – order THAC hanger.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Attachment
of nailer per 
Designer

Straighten the double
shear nailing tabs and install
nails straight into the joist

Top nails per table Face nails
per table
(min. 1⁄4" 
from edge)

Typical THA Top  
Flange Installation  

on a Nailer 
(except THA29)

Typical THA Top Flange 
Installation

1. 16d sinkers may be used to replace 16d commons at 0.85 of table load.
2. Uplift has been increased for wind or earthquake loading with no  
 further increase allowed; reduce where other loads govern.
3. Roof loads are 125% of floor loads unless limited by other criteria.
4. THAR/L422 with 4-10d top nails and 2-10d face nails: When the  
 hanger height is between 9" to 12", the allowable download is  
 1440 lbs. for DFL and 1210 lbs. for SPF. No further increase allowed.

5. For top flange installation on a nailer (see detail above), install joist nails straight by bending  
 the double shear tabs.
6. For single 2x and 3x nailers, the following THA hangers can be installed using 10dx1 1⁄2" top nails  
 and 2-16d face nails with reduced allowable loads as noted: THA418/THA422: 1415 lbs. for DFL,  
 1215 lbs. for SPF; THA426: 2245 lbs. for DFL, 1930 lbs. for SPF.
7. Min. Top Flange refers to the minimum length of strap that must be field-formed over the header.
8. NAILS: 16d = 0.162" dia. x 3 1⁄2" long, 16dx2 1⁄2 = 0.162" dia. x 2 1⁄2" long, 10d = 0.148" dia. x 3" long,  
 10dx1 1⁄2 = 0.148" dia. x 1 1⁄2" long. See page 22-23 for other nail sizes and information.

Double 
Shear 
Nailing 
Top View

Dome Double Shear 
Nailing Side View 
(available on  
some models)
U.S. Patent 5,603,580

Double Shear  
Nailing Side View 
Do not bend tab 
unless otherwise 
noted

Minimum 
Carried 
Member

Model 
No. Ga

Dimensions Min.7 
Top 

Flange

Min. 
Header 
Depth

Fasteners1 DF/SP Allowable Loads SPF/HF Allowable Loads
Code 
Ref.W H C

Carrying 
Member

Carried 
Member Uplift2 

(160)
Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

Uplift2 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)Top Face Straight Slant

TOP FLANGE INSTALLATION
2x4 THA29 18 1 5⁄8 9 11⁄16 5 1⁄8 2 7⁄16 — 4-10d 4-10d — 4-10d 560 2260 2310 2350 480 1740 1785 1815

I8, F7, 
L15

2x6 THA213 18 1 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 5 1⁄2 1 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10dx1 1⁄2 — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280
2x6 THA218 18 1 5⁄8 17 3⁄16 5 1⁄2 2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10dx1 1⁄2 — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280

(2) 2x10 THA218-2 16 3 1⁄8 17 11⁄16 8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
(2) 2x10 THA222-2 16 3 1⁄8 22 3⁄16 8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935

4x6 THA413 18 3 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 4 1⁄2 1 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10d — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280
4x10 THA418 16 3 5⁄8 17 1⁄2 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
4x10 THA422 16 3 5⁄8 22 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
4x10 THA426 14 3 5⁄8 26 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 2435 2435 2435 — 2095 2095 2095 F23
4x10 THAR/L422 16 3 5⁄8 22 5⁄8 8 2 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 1-10d 2-10dx1 1⁄2 —  10904  10904  10904 —  9154  9154  9154

I8, F7, L154x10 THAR/L422 16 3 5⁄8 22 5⁄8 8 2 1⁄2 — 4-10d 8-10d 1-10d 2-10dx1 1⁄2 310 1675 1675 1675 260 1405 1405 1405
(2) 4x10 THA422-2 14 7 1⁄4 22 11⁄16 9 3⁄4 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 3330 3330 3330 — 2865 2865 2865 170(2) 4x10 THA426-2 14 7 1⁄4 26 1⁄16 9 3⁄4 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 3330 3330 3330 — 2865 2865 2865

FACE MOUNT INSTALLATION
2x4 THA29 18 1 5⁄8 9 11⁄16 5 1⁄8 — 9 11⁄16 — 16-10d — 4-10d 560 2125 2310 2350 480 1740 1785 1815

I8, F7, 
L15

2x6 THA213 18 1 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 5 1⁄2 — 13 5⁄16 — 14-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2000 2030 780 1385 1425 1450
2x6 THA218 18 1 5⁄8 17 3⁄16 5 1⁄2 — 17 3⁄16 — 18-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2000 2030 780 1385 1425 1450

(2) 2x10 THA218-2 16 3 1⁄8 17 11⁄16 8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
(2) 2x10 THA222-2 16 3 1⁄8 22 3⁄16 8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185

4x6 THA413 18 3 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 4 1⁄2 — 13 3⁄8 — 14-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2235 2400 780 1660 1910 2075
4x10 THA418 16 3 5⁄8 17 1⁄2 7 7⁄8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
4x10 THA422 16 3 5⁄8 22 7 7⁄8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
4x10 THA426 14 3 5⁄8 26 7 7⁄8 — 16 1⁄16 — 30-16d — 6-16d 1855 4550 4550 4550 1595 3915 3915 3915 F23

(2) 4x10 THA422-2 14 7 1⁄4 22 11⁄16 9 3⁄4 — 16 3⁄16 — 30-16d — 6-16d 1855 5160 5520 5520 1595 4440 4745 4745 170(2) 4x10 THA426-2 14 7 1⁄4 26 1⁄16 9 3⁄4 — 18 — 38-16d — 6-16d 1855 5520 5520 5520 1595 4440 4745 4745

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.

Typical THA29  
Face Mount Installation

This product is preferable to similar connectors because of  
a) easier installation, b) higher loads, c) lower installed cost,  
or a combination of these features.

THA418

21⁄4"

THA29

13⁄4" for 
THAC422

13⁄4" for THAC422
21⁄2" for THA422-2

THAC422 THAR/L422

UpdATed 5/8/2013
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Solid Saw
n Joist Hangers

THA/THAC/THAR/L Adjustable Truss Hangers

Solid Sawn Joist Hangers

                The THA series’ extra long straps allow full code nailing and can  
be field-formed to give top flange hanger convenience. 

Designed for 4x2 floor trusses and 4x beams, the THAR/L422 has a standard 
skew of 45°. Straps must be bent for top flange hanger installation. PAN nailing 
helps eliminate splitting of 4x2 truss bottom chords.
MATERIAL: See table       FINISH: Galvanized. Some products available in  
 ZMAX® coating; see Corrosion Information, page 14-15.
INSTALLATION: • Use all specified fasteners. See General Notes.

The following installation methods may be used:
• Top Flange Installation—The straps must be field formed over the  

header – see table for minimum top flange requirements. Install top  
and face nails according to the table. Top nails shall not be within 1⁄4"  
from the edge of the top flange members.

 For the THA29, nails used for joist attachment must be driven at an  
angle so that they penetrate through the corner of the joist and into  
the header. For all other top flange installations, straighten the  
double shear nailing tabs and install the nails straight into the joist. 

• Face Mount Installation—Install all face nails according to the table.  
Not all nail holes will be filled on all models. On models where there  
are more nail holes than required, the lowest 4 face holes must be  
filled. Nails used for the joist attachment must be driven at an angle  
so that they penetrate through the corner of the joist into the header.

• Alternate Installation—The THA 4x hangers may be installed in a  
top flange configuration using the tabulated fasteners for face mount 
installation and achieve the face mount installation loads. Install the  
tabulated face nails into the face and top of the carrying member. Nails  
used for the joist attachment must be driven at an angle so that they  
penetrate through the corner of the joist into the header.

• Uplift—Lowest face nails must be filled to achieve uplift loads.
OPTIONS: • THA hangers available with the header flanges turned in for 3 5⁄8"  
 (except THA413) and larger, with no load reduction – order THAC hanger.
CODES: See page 13 for Code Reference Key Chart.

Attachment
of nailer per 
Designer

Straighten the double
shear nailing tabs and install
nails straight into the joist

Top nails per table Face nails
per table
(min. 1⁄4" 
from edge)

Typical THA Top  
Flange Installation  

on a Nailer 
(except THA29)

Typical THA Top Flange 
Installation

1. 16d sinkers may be used to replace 16d commons at 0.85 of table load.
2. Uplift has been increased for wind or earthquake loading with no  
 further increase allowed; reduce where other loads govern.
3. Roof loads are 125% of floor loads unless limited by other criteria.
4. THAR/L422 with 4-10d top nails and 2-10d face nails: When the  
 hanger height is between 9" to 12", the allowable download is  
 1440 lbs. for DFL and 1210 lbs. for SPF. No further increase allowed.

5. For top flange installation on a nailer (see detail above), install joist nails straight by bending  
 the double shear tabs.
6. For single 2x and 3x nailers, the following THA hangers can be installed using 10dx1 1⁄2" top nails  
 and 2-16d face nails with reduced allowable loads as noted: THA418/THA422: 1415 lbs. for DFL,  
 1215 lbs. for SPF; THA426: 2245 lbs. for DFL, 1930 lbs. for SPF.
7. Min. Top Flange refers to the minimum length of strap that must be field-formed over the header.
8. NAILS: 16d = 0.162" dia. x 3 1⁄2" long, 16dx2 1⁄2 = 0.162" dia. x 2 1⁄2" long, 10d = 0.148" dia. x 3" long,  
 10dx1 1⁄2 = 0.148" dia. x 1 1⁄2" long. See page 22-23 for other nail sizes and information.

Double 
Shear 
Nailing 
Top View

Dome Double Shear 
Nailing Side View 
(available on  
some models)
U.S. Patent 5,603,580

Double Shear  
Nailing Side View 
Do not bend tab 
unless otherwise 
noted

Minimum 
Carried 
Member

Model 
No. Ga

Dimensions Min.7 
Top 

Flange

Min. 
Header 
Depth

Fasteners1 DF/SP Allowable Loads SPF/HF Allowable Loads
Code 
Ref.W H C

Carrying 
Member

Carried 
Member Uplift2 

(160)
Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)

Uplift2 
(160)

Floor 
(100)

Snow 
(115)

Roof 
(125)Top Face Straight Slant

TOP FLANGE INSTALLATION
2x4 THA29 18 1 5⁄8 9 11⁄16 5 1⁄8 2 7⁄16 — 4-10d 4-10d — 4-10d 560 2260 2310 2350 480 1740 1785 1815

I8, F7, 
L15

2x6 THA213 18 1 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 5 1⁄2 1 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10dx1 1⁄2 — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280
2x6 THA218 18 1 5⁄8 17 3⁄16 5 1⁄2 2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10dx1 1⁄2 — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280

(2) 2x10 THA218-2 16 3 1⁄8 17 11⁄16 8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
(2) 2x10 THA222-2 16 3 1⁄8 22 3⁄16 8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935

4x6 THA413 18 3 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 4 1⁄2 1 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 4-10d — — 1615 1615 1615 — 1280 1280 1280
4x10 THA418 16 3 5⁄8 17 1⁄2 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
4x10 THA422 16 3 5⁄8 22 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 2-16d 6-10d — — 2245 2245 2245 — 1935 1935 1935
4x10 THA426 14 3 5⁄8 26 7 7⁄8 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 2435 2435 2435 — 2095 2095 2095 F23
4x10 THAR/L422 16 3 5⁄8 22 5⁄8 8 2 1⁄2 — 4-10d 2-10d 1-10d 2-10dx1 1⁄2 —  10904  10904  10904 —  9154  9154  9154

I8, F7, L154x10 THAR/L422 16 3 5⁄8 22 5⁄8 8 2 1⁄2 — 4-10d 8-10d 1-10d 2-10dx1 1⁄2 310 1675 1675 1675 260 1405 1405 1405
(2) 4x10 THA422-2 14 7 1⁄4 22 11⁄16 9 3⁄4 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 3330 3330 3330 — 2865 2865 2865 170(2) 4x10 THA426-2 14 7 1⁄4 26 1⁄16 9 3⁄4 2 — 4-16d 4-16d 6-16d — — 3330 3330 3330 — 2865 2865 2865

FACE MOUNT INSTALLATION
2x4 THA29 18 1 5⁄8 9 11⁄16 5 1⁄8 — 9 11⁄16 — 16-10d — 4-10d 560 2125 2310 2350 480 1740 1785 1815

I8, F7, 
L15

2x6 THA213 18 1 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 5 1⁄2 — 13 5⁄16 — 14-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2000 2030 780 1385 1425 1450
2x6 THA218 18 1 5⁄8 17 3⁄16 5 1⁄2 — 17 3⁄16 — 18-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2000 2030 780 1385 1425 1450

(2) 2x10 THA218-2 16 3 1⁄8 17 11⁄16 8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
(2) 2x10 THA222-2 16 3 1⁄8 22 3⁄16 8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185

4x6 THA413 18 3 5⁄8 13 5⁄16 4 1⁄2 — 13 3⁄8 — 14-10d — 4-10d 1170 1940 2235 2400 780 1660 1910 2075
4x10 THA418 16 3 5⁄8 17 1⁄2 7 7⁄8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
4x10 THA422 16 3 5⁄8 22 7 7⁄8 — 14 1⁄16 — 22-16d — 6-16d 1855 3695 3695 3695 1595 3185 3185 3185
4x10 THA426 14 3 5⁄8 26 7 7⁄8 — 16 1⁄16 — 30-16d — 6-16d 1855 4550 4550 4550 1595 3915 3915 3915 F23

(2) 4x10 THA422-2 14 7 1⁄4 22 11⁄16 9 3⁄4 — 16 3⁄16 — 30-16d — 6-16d 1855 5160 5520 5520 1595 4440 4745 4745 170(2) 4x10 THA426-2 14 7 1⁄4 26 1⁄16 9 3⁄4 — 18 — 38-16d — 6-16d 1855 5520 5520 5520 1595 4440 4745 4745

These products are available with additional corrosion protection. Additional products on this page may also be available with this option, check with Simpson Strong-Tie for details.

Typical THA29  
Face Mount Installation

This product is preferable to similar connectors because of  
a) easier installation, b) higher loads, c) lower installed cost,  
or a combination of these features.

THA418

21⁄4"

THA29

13⁄4" for 
THAC422

13⁄4" for THAC422
21⁄2" for THA422-2

THAC422 THAR/L422

UpdATed 5/8/2013
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Load bearing & Non-load Bearing Walls
Framing Comparison

Window

Window

Connection Potentials

Japanese Joinery

Recyclability of Attachment Methods in Wood Framed Walls

Nails & Wood in Framing Recyclability of Wall Covering Sheets Potentials for Alternative Attachment Methods
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